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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Good afternoon (or morning if you are joining from the west coast!) and welcome to the launch of the Outcomes Estimation Tools Training Webinar Series! Thank you for being here today.For those of you who don’t know, American Farmland Trust is a national nonprofit founded in 1980. We here at AFT believe that saving the land that sustains us means 1) protecting farmland, 2) promoting sound farming practices, and 3) keeping farmers on the land. 
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About Kinzie Reiss

• Agriculture Conservation Innovations Program & 
Communications Manager

• BS in Agricultural Education from Kansas State 
University

• Work with farmers on adopting conservation 
practices, Brighter Future Fund, & manage 
communications for ACI

• Farm with my husband & three small children in 
western Kansas; started direct to consumer pork 
sales business

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
First, I would like to introduce myself.  I am Kinzie Reiss, Ag Conservation Innovations Program & Communications Manager at American Farmland Trust and your host for today's session. I have a bachelor's degree in agricultural education from Kansas State University and taught agriculture in a 7-12 classroom before joining AFT. At AFT, outside of this EPA Tools Training Webinar project, I work with farmers on adopting conservation practices, assist with AFT's Brighter Future Fund grant program, and manage the communications for the ACI Initiative. Additionally, I farm with my husband and three small children in Western Kansas and recently started my own segment of our business selling pork directly from our farm.
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Webinar reminders 

• Zoom Webinar

• Q&A - last 15 minutes
• Vote up feature!

• Recording will be available

• Email with resources to follow each webinar

• Evaluation survey in the Chat box 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Second, I would like to go through a little housekeeping. Today, we are using the Zoom webinar platform. As attendees, you will have your camera and microphones turned off throughout the event.Additionally, I would like to point out our Q&A feature at the bottom of the screen. You can use this to ask any questions you may have at any time. We have reserved the last 15 minutes of this webinar to answer those questions. You may ask them using your name and you may also do so anonymously. One great feature we have on this platform is the vote up option- in which you can vote for questions that are similar to the ones you were going to type or that you would like to hear more about. The recording for this webinar will be made available both on our Guide to Outcomes Estimation Tools website listed here and on American Farmland Trust's youtube page a few days after each event. Following each webinar- you will receive an email within 3-4 days that will provide the links and presentations for each webinar as well as announce the next month's speaker. We will also include a link to the webinar registration, and we absolutely welcome you sharing that link with colleagues and friends that may be interested in joining in. (2:31 to this point)Finally, to help us improve our webinar series, I’m sharing in the Chat Box a link to a 7-question anonymous evaluation survey that should take about 2 minutes to complete. Please click on that now so you can take the survey right after the event ends.  https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/C766PP9
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Agenda

• Welcome & Reminders

• Needs Assessment Results

• Overview of the Webinar Series

• Walk through the OET Guide

• Training on the back-of-envelope 
method & the PCOC Tool

• Q&A

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For today's webinar, we will be going over the needs assessment results, presenting an overview of the webinar series, walking you through the Outcomes Estimation Tools Guide, and learning about a back-of-the-envelope method to estimating water quality outcomes and brand new draft Excel-based tool that helps estimate project- and county-level outcomes.. ��We would also like to thank our funders- the EPA Office of Water and the Walton Family Foundation for making all of this possible.And while my colleague, Julie Platz, is setting up to review the results of the needs assessment- let's see who is in the room! 
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Time for a poll!

5

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We have 3 quick poll questions that you will see come across your screen.... (insert poll questions) 1. Which one sector best reflects your occupation? (Single Choice) *Government agency (USDA, EPA, state, SWCD, etc.)Non-government organization (farm trade assoc., enviro., watershed, ag retailer, etc.)Academic institution (university, extension, etc.)Corporation or environmental markets firm Other2. If there are only 4 types of audience members, which one best describes you? (Single Choice) *Developer of outcomes estimation tools, methods, or modelsCurrent user of outcomes estimation tools/methods/modelsPotential future user of outcomes estimation tools/methods/modelsPerson interested in learning about outcomes estimation tools and issues3. What is your experience level with the AFT Guide to Water Quality, Climate, Social, & Economic Outcomes Estimation Tools? (Single Choice) *Had not heard of itHeard of it but never usedHeard of it and used itI refer to it often4:13
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About Julie Platz

• Agriculture Conservation Innovation Program 
Associate

• Hosts farmer peer-to-peer meetings and Women for 
the Land Learning Circles

• Regional Lead for Ohio and Michigan with the Great 
Lakes Protection Fund Navigator Program

• Bachelor of Science in Environmental Science and 
Biology from Otterbein University in Westerville, 
Ohio
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Highlights from the 
Needs Assessment 
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Demographics - Needs Assessment Respondents
n=128

50%

42%

1%

2%

3%

2%

Government Agency (USDA, EPA, State,
SWCD, etc.)

Non-profit / non-government organization
(farm trade association, conservation,

watershed, etc.)

Agricultural professional in the private
sector (ag retailer, crop consultant,

equipment dealer, etc.)

Corporate sustainability program provider
or environmental markets developer

Academic (university, extension, etc.)

Other (please specify)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

Which sector best reflects your occupation?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Julie: We wanted to start by identifying the demographic we reached with this needs assessment, which in part, represents our webinar registrants as well. As you can see, of the 128 responses to this question the majority of people who completed the Needs Assessment were from Government Agencies and Non-profit Organizations. Due to the nature of outcomes estimation work, this could be expected. Also, we will be able to compare these demographics with those who attend the tool training webinars in order to best categorize outreach.
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76%

21%

21%

16%

8%

I am specifically involved in farm
conservation outcomes estimation efforts
and want to learn about tools that I, or my

partners, might use

I am generally interested in farm
conservation outcomes estimation options

and want to learn more

Someone on staff is involved in farm
conservation outcomes estimation efforts

An external partner provides farm
conservation outcomes estimation services

Other (please specify)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80%

Which of the following best describes your role or the role of others in conducting outcomes 
quantification and reporting for your project? (Select all that apply)

n=128

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Julie: We wanted to reach people who are specifically involved in outcomes estimation efforts in order to gear the tools trainings to those who would be actively using them. However, we did not want to discount other folks who are simply interested in learning more, even if they are not actively quantifying outcomes at this time. As you can see, the majority of the people we reached are specifically the ones involved in farm conservation outcomes estimation efforts as indicated by the green bar, and the next two majorities are those who are generally interested or associated with outcomes estimation efforts. 
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18%

4%

5%

38%

6%

7%

21%

EPA 319 Nonpoint Source Program

CSCP – Climate-Smart Commodities Program

MRBI – Mississippi River Basin 
Healthy Watershed Initiative

RCPP – Regional Conservation 
Partnership Program

NWQI – National Water Quality Initiative

NFWF - National Fish and Wildlife Foundation

Other (please specify)

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 45%

What type of funding program (federal, state, local, private sector) helped initiate and/or 
continues to sustain your project. Select all that apply.

n=201

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Julie: In addition to determining who was filling out this needs assessment, we also wanted to see what kinds of funding are supporting outcomes estimation in projects. This selection is also indicative of the types of program managers we reached with the needs assessment. The largest group we reached were the RCPP program managers, followed by those who selected other(write-ins), and then EPA 319 Nonpoint Source Program Managers. 
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28%

72%

Yes

No

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80%

Prior to this needs assessment and announcement about the outcomes estimation 
tools training webinars, had you heard about the AFT Outcomes Estimation Tools 

Guide?

Reason for this Webinar
n=136

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Julie: The launch of this tools webinar series was not originally anticipated to start with an overview of the OET Guide, however, it seemed important when we realized that most of the people we were reaching with this assessment had not heard of the AFT Outcomes Estimations tools Guide. In January 2021, AFT hosted a webinar which saw 546 people registered and 301 in attendance. Michelle Perez and Aysha Tapp-Ross will be giving an overview of the guide later in this webinar to help ease readers into it. 
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Training Needs
n=119

82%

49%

52%

55%

23%

Water Quality

Climate/Greenhouse Gas

Social

Economic

Other (please specify)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90%

Which outcomes are you wanting to quantify? You may choose more than one 
from the list or write in an additional outcome(s).

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Julie: You’ll see that the order of outcomes estimation tools we feature in the webinar series are influenced by the responses to this and additional questions from the needs assessment. Water quality has the greatest outcomes quantification interest, followed by economic outcomes and then social outcomes. These responses are also indicative of the individuals we reached with this needs assessment. We were unable to access the 100s of new Partnerships for Climate Smart Commodities project manager as USDA could not share contact information during the ongoing contract negotiation phase. But we anticipate interest in climate and GHG outcomes estimation tools will increase once we’re able to reach them. Additionally, we are individually reviewing the “Other” category. The common threads in the write-in responses related to soil health, water quantity, and various habitat metrics. 
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32%

45%

72%

69%

8%

Field Scale

Farm Scale

Project Scale

Watershed Scale

Other (please specify)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80%

At what scale do you want to quantify environmental outcomes? Select all that apply. n=118

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Julie: Here we can see the majority of people who responded to the Needs Assessment are interested in Project and Watershed scale outcomes quantification followed by interest in Field-scale and Farm-Scale outcomes quantification. This insight will be helpful for current and future tool developers to better understand what scale projects are interested in reporting outcomes on. 
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66%

66%

56%

53%

46%

56%

44%

4%

Determining which tool / method /
model is best for my needs

Determining which tool / method / model 
will work in my geographic area and can 
analyze the farm production systems I’m 

working with or the conservation …

Understanding the trade-offs when selecting
a tool / method / model (e.g., scale, accuracy,

data input requirements, time required,
ease of use, etc.)

Collecting data (e.g., conservation practice, 
farmer management, or watershed data) for 

entry into the tool / method / model to transform 
that data into environmental, social, or economic outcomes

Calibrating and validating the tool / method / 
model so that its results are credible for my 
study area (e.g., concerns with applicability)

Correctly using a tool / method /
model (e.g., unclear data entry instructions)

Understanding the foundational science behind
farm environmental outcomes and how the

processes are represented in the modeling tools(s)

Other (please specify)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

From the list below, please select the skill sets you need help with to quantify outcomes. 
You may choose more than one option and/or write in a response.

n=116

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Julie: The main take away from this graph, is that a lot of people indicated they want support regarding all things outcomes quantifications. The most commonly selected responses represented by the green and dark blue bars indicate that most respondents want help with just the basics – Determining which tool, method, or model is right for them and, more specifically which tool, method, or model will actually work in their area for their production systems or conservation practices. The next two highly rated responses are in yellow and purple, 56% each, indicating that individuals want help understanding the trade-offs when selecting a tool and how to correctly use a tool and follow instructions. This feedback helped us tailor Michelle’s and Aysha’s upcoming presentation on the Outcomes Estimation Tools Guide and, will help to guide tool developers as they prepare their training sessions. 
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Climate: COMET-Farm Tool

Climate: COMET-Planner Tool

Climate: Fast-GHG

Climate: Cool Farm Tool

Economic: NRCS Cover Crops
Economics Tool

Economic: AFT Retrospective-Soil
Health Economics (R-SHEC) Tool

Economic: Cropping Systems Calculator

Social: SIPES Method

Social: SIDMA Tool

Water quality: EPA PLET

Water quality: Nutrient Tracking Tool

Water quality: Model My Watershed Tool

Water quality: PTMApp Web Tool

Water quality: CAST Tool
(Chesapeake Bay Watershed)

Water quality: FieldDoc Tool
(Chesapeake & Delaware River Watersheds)

Climate & Water quality:
Field Print Platform

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

Please select a response reflecting your interest and/or experience with the following outcomes 
estimations tools or methods. Additional tools not listed here can be added / discussed / reviewed 

in the next question.

Tried It, But Stopped Using It

Currently Using

Interested in Learning More About

N/A

58.43%

64.84%

60.87%

58.62%

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here we wanted to evaluate the knowledge and overall usage of the tools discussed in the Outcomes Estimation Tools Guide. As you can see, indicated by the yellow bars, overall usage of these tools is low, but, indicated by the dark blue bars, interest in learning more about them is very high. CLICK Here we want to highlight the tools that individuals were most interested in learning more about. 
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n=106

34%

27%

23%

34%

58%

65%

61%

59%

2%

7%

12%

6%

6%

2%

5%

1%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

Climate & Water quality:
Field Print Platform

Water quality: Model My
Watershed Tool

Water quality: Nutrient Tracking
Tool

Economic: NRCS Cover Crops
Economics Tool

Top Choices

Tried It, But Stopped Using

Currently Using

Interested in Learning More About

N/A

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Julie: We have geared this webinar series to begin with the tools that people indicated they were the most interested in learning more about. Our upcoming webinars are Model My Watershed, Nutrient Tracking Tool, and Cover Crops Economics Tool. As shown by the dark blue bars, these were the top choices of those who filled out the needs assessment. 
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57%

43%

Yes

No

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

Are you interested in assisting the tool developer(s) in improving the accuracy of 
the tool(s) in your project area?

n=108

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Julie: Lastly, we wanted to acknowledge and thank those who are interested in helping the tool developers to improve their tools, because as we all know, no tool is perfect, all tools can be improved to cover more production systems, more conservation practices, and in some cases, more geographic areas. So again, thank you to those who indicated you’d be willing to collaborate with the tool developers to continually advance and improve outcomes quantification efforts. 
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ABOUT THIS OUTCOMES ESTIMATION TOOLS 
TRAINING WEBINAR SERIES

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Thank you Julie, well now that you know the results of the needs assessment, I would like to give you a deep dive into how the outcome estimation tools webinar series came to be, and what it will look like over the next two years. 
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About Aysha Tapp Ross

• AFT Water and Soil Health Scientist

• PhD Student with University of Louisville 
Biology Department: Soil microbe 
communities in biochar amended soils

• Owner of a small farmstead and apiary

19

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
First off let me introduce myself. I’m Aysha Tapp Ross, AFT’s Water and Soil Health Scientist, located just outside Louisville, KY. I have a Masters in Sustainability from the University of Louisville, and am currently a Ph.D. Student in their Biology department. My research focuses on soil microbial communities in conservation agriculture, specifically in relation to biochar amendments. I also own and run a small farmstead which produces vegetables, eggs, baked goods, and honey from our 40+ hives, all of which we sell at our local farmers’ market. 
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Development of the OET Guide

• Over 1000 projects with the 
potential for outcome 
estimation needs

• Starting with the 2014 Farm bill 
RCPP project managers are 
expected to quantify outcomes

• Project managers struggle to 
quantify project outcomes 

Federally-funded projects

Estimated # Types of project

600 EPA 319

400 RCPP

47 MRBI (implementation phase)

19 MRBI (planning phase)

? NWQI

1066 Estimated Total

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
While creating the Outcomes Estimation Tools Guide, Michelle Perez and then AFT New England Regional Deputy Director Emily Cole, discovered there were over 1000 EPA, and NRCS programs, such as RCPP, MRBI, and NWQI, with the potential for outcomes estimation needs.   CLICKWith the 2014 Farm Bill, Congress and NRCS started requiring that RCPP project managers quantify the project outcomes, with the ration-al that those who are able to effectively quantify and communicate the outcomes associated with the conservation practices may be able to accelerate practice adoption by other farmers.CLICK However, leaders of RCPP and other landscape scale projects struggle to quantify their project outcomes due to a lack of knowledge about whichdirect monitoring or indirect modeling estimation methods, models, or tools they should use. Thus, we hope our Outcomes Estimation Tools Guide would be a helpful to all of these project managers, the majority of whom may be struggling. 
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Outcomes Estimation Tools Guide Webinar 2021

In the exit survey we asked:

Which of these next steps are you interested in (select 
as many as that apply):

a. Hearing presentations by tool/method 
developers

b. Having outcomes quantification coaching 
conversations with AFT

c. Helping to move report recommendations 
forward

Responses:

60% 

39%  

38%

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
After the release of the OET guide in November of 2020, AFT, led my Dr. Michelle Perez and Dr. Emily Cole, held a webinar launch and training on the guide in January 2021. Today you will be hearing a condensed version of that launch but if you want a more detailed version the webinar is available online. The participants of the OET guide launch were given an exit survey, much like the one you will receive today. In that survey we asked them “Which of these next steps are you interested in”With the responses:Hearing presentations by tool/method developers Having outcomes quantification coaching conversations with AFT Helping to move report recommendations forwardCLICK38 percent of respondents indicated that they were interested in c- helping to move report recommendations forward39% indicated they were interested in b- Having one on one outcomes quantification coaching conversations with AFT And a majority of respondents, 60% to be exact, indicated they would be interested in hearing presentations by tool/method developers These responses helped guide our next steps into the development of this webinar series. 
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Recommendations for Project Managers:

1. Connect with the tool developer to 
a. Make sure the tool will work for you
b. Seek individualized training
c. Request individualized coaching

2. Use back of the envelope or other simple 
methods to estimate water quality & social 
outcomes 

3. Signal to NRCS, EPA, states, the foundation, 
and the sustainability supply chain 
communities that you need more guidance 

Outcomes Estimation Tools Guide Webinar 2021
Recommendations

22

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We thus focused on connecting the tool developers with the project managers in the webinar series you are a part of today. Aside from the webinar series we also provided some recommendations that you as project managers can implement to make your experience with the tools more successful. CLICKThe first recommendation is to connect with the tool developer, either to make sure the tool will work for you, to seek training (like this webinar series), or to request an individualized coaching session, either with the tool developer or through AFT. CLICKIf you cannot use existing tools, consider back-of-the envelope and other simple methods to estimate water quality and social outcomes And finally CLICKSignal to NRCS, EPA, states, the foundation, and the sustainability supply chain communities that you need more guidance and support to quantify outcomes and want access to tools that are not yet operating in your area We have also offered recommendations for the tool developers to implement that might make them more successful at supporting the possibly 1,000s of project managers to become users of their tools. With the project managers and tool developers working in tandem to improve the usability of the outcomes estimation tools and methods we hope to bridge this knowledge gap and make outcome estimations more accessible to those who need them. 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We have been diligently scheduling tool developers to present over the next two years, Their appearance is in order of respondent interest, which was indicated in the needs assessment as Julie went over previously. The 2023 trainings will include Model my Watershed on June 7th, Nutrient Tracking Tool on July 5, NRCS cover crop economics tool on August secondSeptember 6th is a TBD, meaning the tool developer has not yet confirmed. Hopefully these will be updated shortly. Then October 4 is the AFT retrospective soil health economics tool, PTMapp web tool on November 1st, and another TBD in December. 
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Two tools – initially missed in 
the report – are included in 

the webinar series

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In 2024 we have the SIPES method and SIDMA tool on January 7th, this will be the only month where the webinar will be held on the second week, since many of us are just getting back from vacation on the first Wednesday February and March will have the appearance of two new tools not originally included in the OET guide, these are Fast-GHG and the Cool Farm Tool. Cover cropping calculator will be Aril 3rdCOMET Farm and COMET planner on May 1st, and the CAST tool on June 5th. We may also extend these dates if we discover new tools or methods from your responses to our webinar exit survey. So make sure to fill those out
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A WALK THRU OF THE 
GUIDE TO OUTCOMES ESTIMATION TOOLS

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Now for what you have all been waiting for: A Walkthrough of the AFT guide to outcomes estimation tools. 
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About Michelle Perez

• AFT Water Initiative Director

• Formerly with World Resources Institute, 
Environmental Working Group, & Alliance 
to Save Energy

• PhD in Environmental Policy from 
University of Maryland: 3-state comparison 
of nutrient management plan regulations 
(Enjoy the Journal of Environmental Quality 
article)

26

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
43 seconds Hi everyone! It’s an honor to be with you today! I am Michelle Perez, AFT’s Water Initiative Director and lead author of this Guide. Aysha Tapp Ross is joining me today to sub-in for my co-author Emily Cole who is now the Executive Director of the Farm Service Agency for the State of Connecticut. I lead a terrific team who is trying to improve water resources and reduce agricultural nonpoint source pollution through a comprehensive water initiative with an emphasis on outcomes quantification, geographic targeting, and soil health economics.Before joining AFT, I worked at World Resources Institute, the Environmental Working Group, and the Alliance to Save Energy I have a PhD in Env. Policy from the Univ. of Maryland where my dissertation was a three-state comparative study of farm nutrient mgmt. regulations. Please enjoy perusing it on the Journal of Environmental Quality website. 



A Guide to Water Quality, 
Climate, Social, and Economic 

Outcomes Estimation Tools

27

Michelle Perez, PhD
Water Initiative 

Director 

Aysha Tapp Ross
Water & Soil Health 

Specialist

May 3, 2023

Keyword search: “AFT outcomes tools”

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
15 secondsSo in case you haven’t seen the Guide yet, here’s the front cover and you can download a copy for yourself using keyword search “AFT outcomes tools”. You can also order a free print copy to be mailed to you as well if like having a paper copy around. I want to thank the funders of the report: the Walton Family Foundation, the Mosaic Foundation, and the McKnight Foundation for making it possible. 
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Agenda 

Provide an overview of 
Guide

Share tips to select a tool or a 
method that might work for you

Compare & contrast 

tools & methods

28

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
22 seconds Regarding my time with you, I’ll start off by providing an overview of the Guide and share some definitions to get everyone on the same page, and explain why we undertook this research. Then I’ll walk you through a few of the key tables listing the water quality, climate, and economic tools and compare and contrast a few tool features. Aysha will share a few tips with you on how to use the Guide to identify a tool or a method that might work for you. 
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WHAT ARE PROJECT-LEVEL  OUTCOMES & 
WHY QUANTIFY THEM? 

29

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
5 seconds �So just what are project-level outcomes & why should we try to quantify them? 
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Outcomes defined by “RCPP Expectations” 
(NRCS, 2020)

“Outcomes are the measurable 
environmental, economic and social 
impacts of RCPP project activities. 
Examples of outcomes are pounds of 
nitrogen runoff avoided, tons of carbon 
sequestered, cost savings to producers, 
number of neighboring producers 
adopting a practice, decision factors 
leading to producer adoption of a soil 
health management system, etc.”

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
43 seconds In our Guide, we featured this definition of outcomes associated with farm conservation practice adoption, which was provided by the five-page “RCPP Expectations” document from the Natural Resource Conservation Service Regional Conservation Partnership Program in 2020. I’m going to read it out as it’s a nice way to get us all on the same page. “Outcomes are the measurable environmental, economic and social impacts of RCPP project activities. Examples of outcomes are pounds of nitrogen runoff avoided, tons of carbon sequestered, cost savings to producers, number of neighboring producers adopting a practice, decision factors leading to producer adoption of a soil health management system, etc.”Pretty good right? Note that Emily and I did not endeavor to provide our own definitions of outcomes in the Guide.  
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Outcomes quantification is required for RCPP & 
EPA 319 projects 
2014 RCPP Announcement for 
Public Funding
“…generate near-term results that are 
measurable from environmental, 
economic, and social perspectives.”

Excerpt from 2018 Farm Bill 

(E) conduct an assessment of—

(i) the progress made by the project in achieving    
each conservation benefit defined in the 
partnership agreement, including in a quantified 
form to the extent practicable; and

(ii) as appropriate, other outcomes of the project; 
and

(F) at the conclusion of the project, report to the 
Secretary on its results and funds leveraged.

Introduction

31

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
45 secondsNow on to the question of why quantify outcomes. Well first of all, it is required by the RCPP in the 2014 and 2018 Farm Bills and its required by the EPA’s Clean Water Act Section 319 projects. The Announcement for Public Funding in 2014 said NRCS would prioritize project selection for the new RCPP program to those projects that promised to, quote, “…generate near-term results that are measurable from environmental, economic, & social perspectives.” The 2018 Farm Bill refined statutory language further by requiring RCPP projects to conduct an assessment of the progress being made to achieve conservation benefits and report on the outcomes at the conclusion of the project. 
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How many farm conservation projects are there? 

Federally-funded  projects 

Estimated # Types of project

600 EPA 319

400 RCPP

47 MRBI (implementation phase)

19 MRBI (planning phase)

? NWQI 

1066 Estimated Total 

How many others? 
 State-led/funded? 
 County-led/funded? 
 Corporate sustainability?
 100 new Partnership for 

Climate Smart Commodities 
(PCSC) projects

 Overlap?

32

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
1 minute 8 seconds.And it’s not just the RCPP and EPA projects that are important here. We tried to come up with an estimate of how many farm conservation projects are out there and one low-ball estimate of mostly water quality-oriented projects is 1,000. Topping the list are the 600 ag-oriented EPA 319 projects, 400 RCPP projects and about 60 Mississippi River Basin Healthy Watersheds Initiatives or MRBI projects. But who knows how many other projects are out there that are primarily state-led, county-led, or corporate-led. And we had hoped to reach the 100 or so new Partnership for Climate Smart Commodities project leaders to invite them to complete the needs assessment or register for the webinar as they too are required to monitor climate outcomes and encouraged to model outcomes as well but that contact list is still unavailable as many are still under contract negotiations with NRCS. And of course, a lot of these project may be double-or-even triple counted as they receive funding from multiple sources. The bottom line is, there is a lot of project-level farm conservation effort going on that could be doing more on outcomes quantification. 



Several 
terrific 

reasons to 
quantify 

outcomes

Introduction
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Presentation Notes
1 min. 35 secondsSo with a lot of different project underway, aside from the regulatory drivers associated with some of the projects, there are many good reasons to quantify outcomes.First, conservationists can provide farmers who are already using conservation practices with quantitative estimates of the environmental and economic outcomes they are already experiencing. Second, with that information, conservationists could infuse their existing education and outreach activities aimed at farmers-on-the-fence about conservation, with the quantitative findings about the farmers already using the practices, likely making those events even more exciting and more effective. Third, once interest has been piqued, conservationists may be able to work with those on-the-fence farmers to improve conservation decision-making and help “get them to yes” faster by running “what if” conservation scenarios that generate estimates of potential future outcomes associated with investment in conservation. Fourth, we believe conservationists should produce aggregated and cumulative estimates of the environmental results being achieved by farmer participation in their government-funded conservation projects and report those results to the public. And fifth, conservationists can assist farmers in evaluating credit generation opportunities for participation in emerging water quality or climate markets. And though this is not an exhaustive list of terrific reasons to quantify outcomes, our last item points to the importance of evaluating individual and aggregated environmental and economic results of farmer participation in corporate supply chain sustainability programs. 



A Guide to Water Quality, Climate, Social, and Economic Outcomes Estimation ToolsGoal of the Guide: Enable conservationists to add 
outcomes quantification to their conservation toolbox
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Presentation Notes
25 seconds. So one primary goal of this Outcomes Estimation Tools Guide is to empower and enable our fellow conservationists to add outcomes quantification to their conservation toolbox. Already in the toolbox are education and outreach events and materials, financial assistance, and technical assistance. Just imagine how much more effective we might all be if we added outcomes quantification to the toolbox, as well?  



Envisioning a 
Self-Strengthening Cycle:

Outcomes quantification will lead to 
more conservation adoption, which will 
lead to more outcomes quantification, 
which will lead to more conservation 

adoption

Introduction
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Presentation Notes
45 secondsANIMATED SLIDEWell, we’re envisioning a self-strengthening cycle, where outcomes quantification leads to more conservation adoption: ANIMATEIn this self-strengthening cycle, farm conservation project managers provide FA, TA, education, and outcomes quantification services to farmers in their project area. ANIMATEFarmers respond favorably by adopting conservation practices promoted by the project managersANIMATEMore quantification and dissemination of the envtl, social, & economic, outcomes of those practices occursANIMATEThis inspires more farmers and gives them the confidence they need to adopt more conservation practicesANIMATEAnd over time, land-scale scale improvements begin occurring such as improved water quality, greater resilience to climate change, and more prosperous farms
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AFT’s IL Upper Macoupin Creek RCPP Project : 
6 HUC12s within Macoupin Watershed (HUC8)

Introduction
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Presentation Notes
47 secondsThis guide began in earnest more than seven years when AFT landed an RCPP project in the Illinois Upper Macoupin Creek Watershed. We took the requirement to quantify outcomes seriously and conducted a review of a handful of models and tools that might work for us, our staff, our partners, and our budget, in that watershed. As we detail in the report, our experience learning even how to define outcomes, let alone, how to quantify and report on them, has been painful. Other colleagues at AFT encouraged me to share what we learned from our internal exercise with others so as to help minimize the pain and suffering of our fellow conservationists and, with the help of Dr. Emily Cole, we cast the net wider than my initial effort and we are pleased to share our findings with you today. 
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Scope, Methods, & Resources

Scope & Methods of the Report 

• Focused solely on water quality, GHG, social, 
& economic outcomes 

• Excluded water quantity, air quality, & wildlife

• Focused on options for modeling

• Limited evaluation 

• Extensive research

• Tool developer interviews

• See Acknowledgements for reviewers 

Resources in the Appendix 

• See Appendix A for additional papers 
reviewing models & tools

• See Appendix B for resources on monitoring, 
in-stream, edge-of-field, tile drain, & soil 
health

• See Appendix C for summaries of 18 excluded 
tools

• See Appendix D for summaries of 17 excluded 
models
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Presentation Notes
1min 53 seconds ANIMATED SLIDERegarding the scope and methods of our effort, we focused solely on water quality, GHG, social, and economic outcomes. We chose to exclude tools and methods that enable outcomes quantification for water quantity, air quality, and wildlife. ANIMATEWe also restricted our analysis to modeling estimation approaches for outcomes quantification rather than direct monitoring approaches. ANIMATEWe stopped short of a full-fledged evaluation of the tools and methods because neither Dr. Cole nor I are modelers ourselves. ANIMATETo find models, tools, and methods to review, we cast the net wide by conducting literature searches in peer-reviewed journals, we asked friends and colleagues at NRCS, EPA, and other institutions, and we conducted an informal survey of watershed project managers to find out which tools or methods they were using to conduct outcomes quantification. ANIMATEIts important to note that we focused our interviews on tool developers rather than searching for and interviewing tool users. ANIMATEPlease see the Acknowledgements section of the report for a list of the many wonderful persons that reviewed our report and made it stronger. ANIMATEFor links to papers we reviewed that conducted comparative analyses of models and tools, see Appendix A. ANIMATEWe share a good number of resources in Appendix B for projects interested in conducting monitoring in streams, at the edge-of-the field, in tile drains, and conducting soil health monitoring. ANIMATEAnd in Appendix C, you’ll see summaries of the 18 tools we reviewed but did not satisfy all our criteria -- nevertheless – may be perfectly valid tools for other project needs. ANIMATEAnd in Appendix D, you’ll find summaries of the 17 models we excluded because they did not satisfy our criteria and again, may be perfectly useful models to quantify outcomes if you have the staff expertise on hand or a budget to hire partners to do the outcomes quantification for your project. 



Evaluating Tools
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57 seconds.To figure out which tools to feature and which ones to mention in the Appendices, we established five criteria to help us decide.1st and foremost, we wanted tools that generate quantitative estimates of water quality, climate, social, or economic outcomes associated with ag conservation practice adoption. So index tools were excluded.2nd, the tools or methods needed to be available to the public, either for free or for a fee. 3rd, we wanted tools that were built for use by conservationists or farmers4th, we wanted to make sure that our fellow conservationists leading these many RCPP, and other projects did not have to be computer modelers to use the tools. And finally, simply for expediency’s sake, we decided to exclude tools that are only available for use in one state, even if they satisfied all the other criteria, just so we could finish the report. 
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Featuring 14 Tools + 2 Methods
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10 seconds So without further ado, here are the 14 tools and two methods that we selected because they satisfied our criteria amongst 51 models, tools, and methods that we reviewed. 



Evaluating Tools
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EPA’s PLET - Pollutant Load Estimation Tool

Officially discontinued 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
60 seconds. So here we are, Table 1 featuring all 14 tools & 2 methods – 7 water quality tools and one method, three climate tools, one social tool and one methods, and three economic tools. ANIMATEFirst things first, we’ve had one name change since initial publication of the report 3 years ago: EPA’s STEPL Tool changed the name to PLET - the Pollutant Load Estimation Tool and is now a web-based tool.  ANIMATEAnd the EPA Region 5 Tool has been officially discontinued so we’re  down by one water quality tool so just 6 water quality tools and just 13 tools overall. ANIMATEThird, you may be wondering what the difference is between a tool and a method. We defined a tool as a technical device intended to make the task of estimating outcomes easier. ANIMATEIn contrast, we defined a method as a systematic procedure for accomplishing the task of estimating outcomes. 
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Tool: a technical device intended to 
make the task of estimating 

outcomes easier

Method: a systematic procedure for 
accomplishing the task of 

estimating outcomes

EPA’s PLET - Pollutant Load Estimation Tool

Officially discontinued 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
60 seconds. So here we are, Table 1 featuring all 14 tools & 2 methods – 7 water quality tools and one method, three climate tools, one social tool and one methods, and three economic tools. ANIMATEFirst things first, we’ve had one name change since initial publication of the report 3 years ago: EPA’s STEPL Tool changed the name to PLET - the Pollutant Load Estimation Tool and is now a web-based tool.  ANIMATEAnd the EPA Region 5 Tool has been officially discontinued so we’re  down by one water quality tool so just 6 water quality tools and just 13 tools overall. ANIMATEThird, you may be wondering what the difference is between a tool and a method. We defined a tool as a technical device intended to make the task of estimating outcomes easier. ANIMATEIn contrast, we defined a method as a systematic procedure for accomplishing the task of estimating outcomes. 
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PLET Web 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
3 min 40 secondsANIMATED SLIDELet me ease you into this table featuring the water quality outcomes quantification tools. First, we display the tools (ANIMATE) that are available for use nationally:  (ANIMATE)- STEPL, now called PLET by EPA is no longer an excel-based tool but a web-based tool. Nutrient Tracking Tool and Model my Watershed are both web-based tools. Then, we display three regional tools (ANIMATE) that are all web-based. PTMApp is available for use in MN & ND, the CAST tool is available in the Chesapeake Bay, while FieldDoc is also available in the Chesapeake but also Delaware Bays and western Pennsylvania. (ANIMATE) One tip to point out is (ANIMATE) that the names of all the tools in this and similar tables are hot links so if you click on say Nutrient Tracking Tool, it will take you to the NTT tool website where you can start exploring the tool and all the associated resources offered there. (ANIMATE) Now on to the Scale and Purpose column. (ANIMATE) We categorized “primary” as the scale at which each tool was initially built to work at and “secondary” as an additional scale at which the tool can also be used. ANIMATEWe used the term “field-scale” for tools built to work with individual farmers to analyze their current or future adoption of conservation practices. “Project scale” refers to tools that estimate outcomes associated with the project boundary which could be a county or a watershed. And the term, watershed-scale, is used for projects attempting to improve water quality of a specific waterbody within a watershed. ANIMATE to disappear text and arrow then use pointerSo STEPL/now called PLET was built to help 319 projects assess their project-scale water quality outcomes that are watershed-based. Users can also use PLET to estimate generalized field-scale outcomes. In contrast, Nutrient Tracking Tool was developed primarily to assess individualized farm field water quality losses before and after conservation practice adoption, but it can be used to as a project or watershed scale tool. Model My Watershed by the Stroud Center offers water quality analysis at the project and watershed scale. Now (ANIMATE) the final column lists the water quality outcomes that are quantified by the tool & the degree of specificity with which the tool estimates those outcomes. We used the term field-specific for tools that require farmer production & management data inputs & generate outcomes applicable to the field being analyzed. Tools with site-specific analytical capabilities offer location–based environmental datasets for soils, slope, and weather, and generate outcomes applicable to only that location. The majority of tools require watershed-scale or county-scale data inputs to produce generalized estimates of outcomes applicable to that watershed or county of interest. ANIMATESo, ANIMATE Nutrient Tracking tool is the only water quality tool that provides field-specific and site-specific water quality outcomes estimates because it requires farmer management information, and it benefits from location-specific environmental datasets built into its underlying model. The rest of the water quality tools yield generalized estimates of water quality outcomes because they do not ask for field-specific data inputs from farmers and most rely on larger-scale environmental datasets.
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Presentation Notes
3 min 40 secondsANIMATED SLIDELet me ease you into this table featuring the water quality outcomes quantification tools. First, we display the tools (ANIMATE) that are available for use nationally:  (ANIMATE)- STEPL, now called PLET by EPA is no longer an excel-based tool but a web-based tool. Nutrient Tracking Tool and Model my Watershed are both web-based tools. Then, we display three regional tools (ANIMATE) that are all web-based. PTMApp is available for use in MN & ND, the CAST tool is available in the Chesapeake Bay, while FieldDoc is also available in the Chesapeake but also Delaware Bays and western Pennsylvania. (ANIMATE) One tip to point out is (ANIMATE) that the names of all the tools in this and similar tables are hot links so if you click on say Nutrient Tracking Tool, it will take you to the NTT tool website where you can start exploring the tool and all the associated resources offered there. (ANIMATE) Now on to the Scale and Purpose column. (ANIMATE) We categorized “primary” as the scale at which each tool was initially built to work at and “secondary” as an additional scale at which the tool can also be used. ANIMATEWe used the term “field-scale” for tools built to work with individual farmers to analyze their current or future adoption of conservation practices. “Project scale” refers to tools that estimate outcomes associated with the project boundary which could be a county or a watershed. And the term, watershed-scale, is used for projects attempting to improve water quality of a specific waterbody within a watershed. ANIMATE to disappear text and arrow then use pointerSo STEPL/now called PLET was built to help 319 projects assess their project-scale water quality outcomes that are watershed-based. Users can also use PLET to estimate generalized field-scale outcomes. In contrast, Nutrient Tracking Tool was developed primarily to assess individualized farm field water quality losses before and after conservation practice adoption, but it can be used to as a project or watershed scale tool. Model My Watershed by the Stroud Center offers water quality analysis at the project and watershed scale. Now (ANIMATE) the final column lists the water quality outcomes that are quantified by the tool & the degree of specificity with which the tool estimates those outcomes. We used the term field-specific for tools that require farmer production & management data inputs & generate outcomes applicable to the field being analyzed. Tools with site-specific analytical capabilities offer location–based environmental datasets for soils, slope, and weather, and generate outcomes applicable to only that location. The majority of tools require watershed-scale or county-scale data inputs to produce generalized estimates of outcomes applicable to that watershed or county of interest. ANIMATESo, ANIMATE Nutrient Tracking tool is the only water quality tool that provides field-specific and site-specific water quality outcomes estimates because it requires farmer management information, and it benefits from location-specific environmental datasets built into its underlying model. The rest of the water quality tools yield generalized estimates of water quality outcomes because they do not ask for field-specific data inputs from farmers and most rely on larger-scale environmental datasets.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
3 min 40 secondsANIMATED SLIDELet me ease you into this table featuring the water quality outcomes quantification tools. First, we display the tools (ANIMATE) that are available for use nationally:  (ANIMATE)- STEPL, now called PLET by EPA is no longer an excel-based tool but a web-based tool. Nutrient Tracking Tool and Model my Watershed are both web-based tools. Then, we display three regional tools (ANIMATE) that are all web-based. PTMApp is available for use in MN & ND, the CAST tool is available in the Chesapeake Bay, while FieldDoc is also available in the Chesapeake but also Delaware Bays and western Pennsylvania. (ANIMATE) One tip to point out is (ANIMATE) that the names of all the tools in this and similar tables are hot links so if you click on say Nutrient Tracking Tool, it will take you to the NTT tool website where you can start exploring the tool and all the associated resources offered there. (ANIMATE) Now on to the Scale and Purpose column. (ANIMATE) We categorized “primary” as the scale at which each tool was initially built to work at and “secondary” as an additional scale at which the tool can also be used. ANIMATEWe used the term “field-scale” for tools built to work with individual farmers to analyze their current or future adoption of conservation practices. “Project scale” refers to tools that estimate outcomes associated with the project boundary which could be a county or a watershed. And the term, watershed-scale, is used for projects attempting to improve water quality of a specific waterbody within a watershed. ANIMATE to disappear text and arrow then use pointerSo STEPL/now called PLET was built to help 319 projects assess their project-scale water quality outcomes that are watershed-based. Users can also use PLET to estimate generalized field-scale outcomes. In contrast, Nutrient Tracking Tool was developed primarily to assess individualized farm field water quality losses before and after conservation practice adoption, but it can be used to as a project or watershed scale tool. Model My Watershed by the Stroud Center offers water quality analysis at the project and watershed scale. Now (ANIMATE) the final column lists the water quality outcomes that are quantified by the tool & the degree of specificity with which the tool estimates those outcomes. We used the term field-specific for tools that require farmer production & management data inputs & generate outcomes applicable to the field being analyzed. Tools with site-specific analytical capabilities offer location–based environmental datasets for soils, slope, and weather, and generate outcomes applicable to only that location. The majority of tools require watershed-scale or county-scale data inputs to produce generalized estimates of outcomes applicable to that watershed or county of interest. ANIMATESo, ANIMATE Nutrient Tracking tool is the only water quality tool that provides field-specific and site-specific water quality outcomes estimates because it requires farmer management information, and it benefits from location-specific environmental datasets built into its underlying model. The rest of the water quality tools yield generalized estimates of water quality outcomes because they do not ask for field-specific data inputs from farmers and most rely on larger-scale environmental datasets.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
3 min 40 secondsANIMATED SLIDELet me ease you into this table featuring the water quality outcomes quantification tools. First, we display the tools (ANIMATE) that are available for use nationally:  (ANIMATE)- STEPL, now called PLET by EPA is no longer an excel-based tool but a web-based tool. Nutrient Tracking Tool and Model my Watershed are both web-based tools. Then, we display three regional tools (ANIMATE) that are all web-based. PTMApp is available for use in MN & ND, the CAST tool is available in the Chesapeake Bay, while FieldDoc is also available in the Chesapeake but also Delaware Bays and western Pennsylvania. (ANIMATE) One tip to point out is (ANIMATE) that the names of all the tools in this and similar tables are hot links so if you click on say Nutrient Tracking Tool, it will take you to the NTT tool website where you can start exploring the tool and all the associated resources offered there. (ANIMATE) Now on to the Scale and Purpose column. (ANIMATE) We categorized “primary” as the scale at which each tool was initially built to work at and “secondary” as an additional scale at which the tool can also be used. ANIMATEWe used the term “field-scale” for tools built to work with individual farmers to analyze their current or future adoption of conservation practices. “Project scale” refers to tools that estimate outcomes associated with the project boundary which could be a county or a watershed. And the term, watershed-scale, is used for projects attempting to improve water quality of a specific waterbody within a watershed. ANIMATE to disappear text and arrow then use pointerSo STEPL/now called PLET was built to help 319 projects assess their project-scale water quality outcomes that are watershed-based. Users can also use PLET to estimate generalized field-scale outcomes. In contrast, Nutrient Tracking Tool was developed primarily to assess individualized farm field water quality losses before and after conservation practice adoption, but it can be used to as a project or watershed scale tool. Model My Watershed by the Stroud Center offers water quality analysis at the project and watershed scale. Now (ANIMATE) the final column lists the water quality outcomes that are quantified by the tool & the degree of specificity with which the tool estimates those outcomes. We used the term field-specific for tools that require farmer production & management data inputs & generate outcomes applicable to the field being analyzed. Tools with site-specific analytical capabilities offer location–based environmental datasets for soils, slope, and weather, and generate outcomes applicable to only that location. The majority of tools require watershed-scale or county-scale data inputs to produce generalized estimates of outcomes applicable to that watershed or county of interest. ANIMATESo, ANIMATE Nutrient Tracking tool is the only water quality tool that provides field-specific and site-specific water quality outcomes estimates because it requires farmer management information, and it benefits from location-specific environmental datasets built into its underlying model. The rest of the water quality tools yield generalized estimates of water quality outcomes because they do not ask for field-specific data inputs from farmers and most rely on larger-scale environmental datasets.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
3 min 40 secondsANIMATED SLIDELet me ease you into this table featuring the water quality outcomes quantification tools. First, we display the tools (ANIMATE) that are available for use nationally:  (ANIMATE)- STEPL, now called PLET by EPA is no longer an excel-based tool but a web-based tool. Nutrient Tracking Tool and Model my Watershed are both web-based tools. Then, we display three regional tools (ANIMATE) that are all web-based. PTMApp is available for use in MN & ND, the CAST tool is available in the Chesapeake Bay, while FieldDoc is also available in the Chesapeake but also Delaware Bays and western Pennsylvania. (ANIMATE) One tip to point out is (ANIMATE) that the names of all the tools in this and similar tables are hot links so if you click on say Nutrient Tracking Tool, it will take you to the NTT tool website where you can start exploring the tool and all the associated resources offered there. (ANIMATE) Now on to the Scale and Purpose column. (ANIMATE) We categorized “primary” as the scale at which each tool was initially built to work at and “secondary” as an additional scale at which the tool can also be used. ANIMATEWe used the term “field-scale” for tools built to work with individual farmers to analyze their current or future adoption of conservation practices. “Project scale” refers to tools that estimate outcomes associated with the project boundary which could be a county or a watershed. And the term, watershed-scale, is used for projects attempting to improve water quality of a specific waterbody within a watershed. ANIMATE to disappear text and arrow then use pointerSo STEPL/now called PLET was built to help 319 projects assess their project-scale water quality outcomes that are watershed-based. Users can also use PLET to estimate generalized field-scale outcomes. In contrast, Nutrient Tracking Tool was developed primarily to assess individualized farm field water quality losses before and after conservation practice adoption, but it can be used to as a project or watershed scale tool. Model My Watershed by the Stroud Center offers water quality analysis at the project and watershed scale. Now (ANIMATE) the final column lists the water quality outcomes that are quantified by the tool & the degree of specificity with which the tool estimates those outcomes. We used the term field-specific for tools that require farmer production & management data inputs & generate outcomes applicable to the field being analyzed. Tools with site-specific analytical capabilities offer location–based environmental datasets for soils, slope, and weather, and generate outcomes applicable to only that location. The majority of tools require watershed-scale or county-scale data inputs to produce generalized estimates of outcomes applicable to that watershed or county of interest. ANIMATESo, ANIMATE Nutrient Tracking tool is the only water quality tool that provides field-specific and site-specific water quality outcomes estimates because it requires farmer management information, and it benefits from location-specific environmental datasets built into its underlying model. The rest of the water quality tools yield generalized estimates of water quality outcomes because they do not ask for field-specific data inputs from farmers and most rely on larger-scale environmental datasets.
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“Back-of-the-Envelope” Water Quality Estimation: 
Try the S.T.A.R. Method

• Attain 
baseline 
nutrient & 
sediment loss 
data for your 
watershed or 
county

• Attain 
reduction 
efficiency 
values for 
conservation 
practices
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
1 min 12 secondsANIMATED SLIDEWhen AFT was exploring three years ago how we were going to quantify our RCPP project water quality outcomes, we developed a method we lovingly referred to as “a back-of-the-envelope” method. Our own Dr. Emily Bruner, AFT’s Midwest Science Director (who is now with the Soil Health Institute) then formalized the method for use by the Illinois STAR Initiative (which stands for Saving Tomorrow’s Agriculture Resources) and she produced a 3-page methodology. Projects that want to estimate project-scale, aggregated water quality outcomes can check this method to see if it will work for you. -> We’ve invited Jean Brokish, Deputy Director of AFT’s Midwest Team to be our final speaker today to walk you thru this back-of-the-envelope method and to show you our new excel-based tool that does the work for conservation professionals in the state of Illinois. ANIMATETwo requirements for use of this method include the need to attain baseline nutrient and sediment loss information for your county or watershed and (ANIMATE) reduction efficiency values for the conservation practices your project farmers are adopting. And then with a little bit of multiplication and addition, voila, you’ll generate a reasonable coarse estimate of your project’s nutrient and sediment reduction outcomes. 
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Presentation Notes
54 seconds. Use pointerHere are the three climate outcomes estimation tools that satisfied our criteria: (use pointer) COMET-Farm and COMET-Planner are tools developed by NRCS and Colorado State University while Fieldprint Platform is developed by Field to Market. All three are web-based tools. COMET-Planner offers the quickest, generalized estimates of GHG reductions from conservation practice adoption (use pointer) at the county or the state-level as results can be produced in just a few minutes with as little as 4 or 5 clicks to respond to the required four questions. COMET-Farm and Fieldprint Platform provide (point at 4th column for Fieldprint platform) field-specific and site-specific estimates of the GHG outcomes listed in either metric tons or pounds of CO2 equivalent but that requires interest and cooperation from farmers to share their production and management data in order to generate the field-specific estimates of outcomes. 
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Excerpt of economic outcomes definition from 2020 
NRCS “RCPP Expectations”

“Economic indicators can quantify the financial
impacts of conservation practices on a farm, ranch or
forestland.” (Three examples include:)

• Conservation cost effectiveness

• Economic/financial benefits

• Valuation of ecosystem benefits
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
29 seconds ANIMATED SLIDENow moving on to economic outcomes, here is an excerpt of the definition for economic outcomes provided by the NRCS RCPP Expectations document. It stated that “economic indicators can quantify the financial impacts of conservation practices on a farm, ranch, or forestland.” And the document provided the following three examples:ANIMATE Conservation cost effectivenessANIMATEEconomic or financial benefits ANIMATE Valuation of ecosystem benefits 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
55 seconds. Use pointerHere are the three economic outcomes estimation tools we found that satisfied our criteria. All are excel-based tools and the first two by NRCS and AFT, the Cover Crops Economics Tool and the Retrospective-Soil Health Economic Calculator are available for use nationally while the third tool, the Cropping Systems Calculator by the Land Stewardship Program is restricted to use in Wisconsin and Illinois. Point at last columnAll three economic tools provide analysis of the costs and benefits associated with cover crops while the AFT R-SHEC tool can analyze additional practices such as alternative tillage and nutrient management for row crops plus mulching and compost application for almond production. The LSP CCS tool can analyze conservation crop rotation and grazing practices as well. As stated in the final column, the quantified economic outcomes are similar amongst the three tools though a little different as well. 
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Social Tool & Method 

Social Indicators Data 
Management & Analysis 
(SIDMA) Tool 
• Developed by Purdue & 

Michigan State Universities 
+ EPA Region 5

• Aids in water quality project 
managers in survey 
generation & results coding 
& analysis

• Tool is based on the SIPES 
Handbook

• Alternatives to SIDMA: MS 
Forms & Google Forms 
though no guardrails
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Presentation Notes
52 seconds And last but not least, we come to the Social Tool and Method. The Social Indicators Data Management & Analysis Tool or SIDMA was developed by Purdue & Michigan State Universities in collaboration with EPA Region 5 staff. The tool assists watershed project managers in survey generation & helps them code the results & conduct analysis of the social indicators that can be collected at different phases of the project. The tool is based on the SIPES Handbook – which stands for Social Indicators Planning and Evaluation System (SIPES) for Nonpoint Source Management; A Handbook for Watershed Projects. We refer to the SIPES Handbook as the social methodology in our report as it offers guidance to project managers on how to plan projects and evaluate the effects the project interventions, such as outreach activities, are having on important social indicators.And beyond the SIDMA Tool, we’ve taken the guidance from the SIPES Handbook and developed our own social surveys using MS Forms and other free online survey sites though there are no guardrails nor nifty analytical features that SIDMA offers by doing it yourself. 
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Excerpts of definition of social outcomes from 
2011 SIPES Handbook 
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“Social outcomes are broadly defined as the 
social changes needed to bring about and 
sustain the environmental conditions you are 
trying to achieve in your project area.” 
(Examples include:)

• Increased awareness 
• Changed attitudes 

• Reduced constraints 

• Increased capacity 
• Increased adoption of practices

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ANIMATED SLIDEAnd here is a definition of social outcomes that we feature in the report from the 2011 SIPES Handbook:Social outcomes are social changes needed to bring about and sustain the environmental conditions you are trying to achieve in your project area. Examples of social outcomes provided by SIPES includes: ANIMATEIncreased awareness Changed attitudes Reduced constraints Increased capacity Increased adoption of practicesYou can read more about these social outcomes and how to quantify them on page 55 of the SIPES Handbook. And now it’s my great pleasure to turn you over to Aysha. 
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Tips for Choosing Outcomes Estimation Tools

53

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Thanks, Michelle.One difficulty that Michelle already highlighted – IS HOW TO WHITTLE DOWN the many options available:  in order to then evaluate a few options more closely. I’m going to take a few minutes now to walk you through some schematics and tables from the guide that compare and contrast key tool characteristics to help you narrow down your options. NEXT SLIDE
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Initial Intended Scale

Potential Use at Additional Scale(s)

Requires External Summation

Documented Use at Additional Scale

54
Types of Tools

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ANIMATED SLIDEThe first of which is - Figure 11: titled “What purpose did the tool developer initially build the tool to satisfy?”. This schematic was designed to help users distinguish the where and what these tools are used for.CLICK for intended scale arrowMoving to the top of this figure - The position within the figure indicates the scale the tool was designed for – CLICK for top left circlethe left-hand side indicates that these tools were developed for the field/farm level   CLICK for top right circlevs larger and project-scales on the right-hand side. CLICK for center top circleAnd those in the center can do both. CLICK to remove scale arrow and for types of tools arrow and circleIf you look below to the legend  -  The colors indicate what the tool quantifies -  economics, GHG, social or water quality outcomes”CLICK for econ tool circleYou’ll notice that all three economic tools are field/farm focused. CLICK for social tool circlethe social tool/method are project focused – however they are collecting individual farm/farmer information.whereasCLICK for bottom center tools circleSTEPL-now called PLET, FieldDoc and PTMApp, located here in the middle of the schematic, all have the capability to estimate a single project location, AND compile outcomes of multiple locations. CLICK to remove last circleThere are two additional features to point out – first – Click for potential use arrowsthe long arrows indicate either documented use, the solid arrow,  or potential use, the dotted arrow,  of this tool at additional scales. CLICK for calculator and last circleAnd lastly, the calculator symbol indicates that in order to track project outcomes, external summation by the user is required. NEXT SLIDE



Tool Column with Live links

Relative number of steps to estimate outcomes for cover crop adoption

Getting Started

Getting In

55

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ANIMATED SLIDENext, I’ll walk you through Table 3 – getting into the tool, getting started, and getting to the finish line.This table provides some foundational information regarding the access and data requirements for the featured tools and methods. CLICKFirst is the Tool column – below each tool name is a  live link that will move you to the write-up for that tool.CLICKNext Getting in – this is how to access this tool or method – whether you need to download a program, sign up for an account, or access via web.CLICKAnd next is Getting started – this column provides a snapshot into the first few steps that a user will need to complete to begin quantifying desired outcomesCLICKAnd last the getting to the finish line column shows a qualitative scale representing the relative # of steps it would take from start to finish, to quantify outcomes, we based this scale on the adoption of cover crops, as an example.



How experienced are project staff at 
using models and tools and in 
interpreting input and results data?

56

Do project staff and farmers have the 
time to gather and process data?

Do project staff have access to 
additional necessary data?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ANIMATED SLIDEAgain, I would suggest reviewing the guiding questions in the choosing tools section of this guide, to assist in planning your outcomes quantification journey. CLICKDo project staff and farmers have the time to gather and process data? – some tools require a significant amount of data and that may not be a possibility for your project.  See that these three tools require some form of farmer interview or access to detailed management information to proceed with their tools. CLICKDo project staff have access to additional necessary data? Tools such as STEPL have an input data server ACCESSIBLE ONLINE to provide access to LOCATION-BASED INPUT data, while others require that data be sourced by the user  - understanding what data is required for each tool will also help you find one best suited to the projects needs.CLICKHow experienced are project staff at using models and tools and in interpreting input and results data?tto reinforce something that Michelle spoke of earlier on – WE WANTED TO ENSURE THAT OUR fellow conservationists did not have to be computer modelers to use the tools FEATURED in this guide. If you do HAVE staff with that expertise, or if you have funding for external consultants to work on quantification, then there are additional options you could consider, many of which can be found in appendix  C or D.



57

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ANIMATED SLIDEZooming in on the top of this table, you can see the range of relative steps involved just within the WQ tools.  Use pointer nextYou’ll notice that the one field-specific water quality tool, NTT, is rated as a 5 because it requires the highest number of steps in the process to achieve a farmer-specific and site-specific water quality outcome estimate. In contrast, we rated the other tools as 2s and 3s as they do not require attainment of farmer-specific information. Tools such as STEPL, now called PLET, Model my Watershed, and CAST tool require fewer steps, but keep in mind will provide generalized outcomes estimation.....CLICKThese schematics provide some important tool characteristics, but once you are ready to learn more about a specific tool – you can use the live links to take you directly to the more in-depth write-ups.  I am going to walk you through one now.
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a. About the Tool

b. Site-specific Inputs & BMP 
Analysis Options

c. Which Outcomes Are 
Quantified?

d. Tool Strengths and 
Limitations 

e. Who’s Using This Tool?

f. Supporting Information 

14 Featured Tool Write-ups

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The 14 tools and 2 method descriptions begin on page 29 of the guide. With each of the 14 tool descriptions following the same format that is noted here. Beginning in section a with an overview and tool background, then section b describes the required inputs and analysis options of each tool.  Next in C it  details the specific outcomes quantified by the tool, and D highlights strengths and limitations.   In E we provide examples of other conservation projects that have used this tool for quantifying project outcomes, and then each write-up ends with additional supporting and logistical information.I’ll walk you through these sections in a little more detail now. 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Each tool write-up begins with a summary description.  This section answers the set of questions on the left – including background on the tool, who developed this tool and for what purpose and scale.  Who the developers are, tool availability, and intended users.  Also - Does this tool quantify project scale outcomes? How do you access it, where geographically can it be used and can you use this for “what-if” scenarios. 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Then in section b – there are more tool specifics, such as what is the underlying model that this tool is built upon, what data and/or datasets does it use, and is that data readily accessible to the user.This section also describes the conservation practices that this tool can estimate outcomes for.  If your project is focused on the adoption of BMPs within animal agriculture, section B is a great place to ensure that a tool will work for your project. 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Moving along to section c – here you will find descriptions of the outcomes that are quantified by each tool, such as N and P loading for the water quality tools, along with the specificity of those outcomes, and if confidence intervals are provided by the tool.   Also - the units  and how the tool presents these outcomes to the user –in  tabular form , graphical, or both are detailed here.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Now in section D we highlighted some of each tool’s strengths and limitations – including helpful features  such as a map-based interface like several of the included tools have. This section may also note when there may be a significant amount of external data collection required to use the tool, if the user can download the results easily, and if this tool have been reviewed in some manner.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Through our own research or through our conversations with the developers, we described other projects that have used this particular tool in their own outcomes quantification, here in section E.  Highlighting project partners, location, and the estimated outcomes of their project that were quantified with this tool.  As we only included tools that were meant for use by conservationist and/or farmers – we worked to include examples of our fellow conservationist using them and their project result where available.For example – STEPL was used to estimate that the adoption of conservation practices across 2,600 acres of this project in Wisconsin, which they estimated will result in a reduction of 2,288 lbs P and 724 tons sediment annually.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Finally, in section f you will find logistical information such as the most recent version or updates to the tool, web links to the tools’ home pages, user guides, training and any other relevant materials. Also included in this section  is a point of contact for each tool, so that users or potential users can have a first point of contact if needed for questions, issues, etc. 
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WHAT NEXT?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We hope those this walk-thru of some key tables and schematic in the Outcomes Estimation Tools guide helped you ease into the report and provided useful information to you. Before we turn things over to Jean, we’ve got one more slide to outline options for what’s next. 
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Next steps in our outcomes quantification 
journey 

 Join the next set of tools training webinars the first 
Wednesday of each month – or check the recordings 
the following Monday

 Fill out a 7-question (2-min) online evaluation survey

 Schedule a free “coaching” session with us

 Email atappross@farmland.org, RE: Coaching Request

 Order a free print copy of the OET Guide

 Keyword: “AFT outcomes tools”

Please keep in touch: 
mperez@farmland.org

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here are some next steps in our collective outcomes quantification journey. Use pointerWe look forward to you joining us at some or all of the next set of tools training webinars that will be held the first Wednesday of every month. And if you can’t make it but want to view the session, the recording should be available by the following Monday. Please share your feedback with us on this webinar by answering a quick 7-question survey – Kinzie is shared the link in the Chat Box at the beginning of this session and it will also appear as a new tab in your internet browser when the webinar ends. Please take a couple of minutes to share your feedback. We are also offering free “coaching” services to the first 10 farm project manages who secure a session with us to help you figure out which tools or methods are right for your project. If you’re interested, just email Aysha Tapp Ross, and in the subject line, write: Coaching Request. And finally, if you’d like a free print copy of the Guide to be mailed to you, you can place that order online at the report’s website which you can easily find using keywords: AFT outcomes tools

mailto:mperez@farmland.org
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A WALK-THRU OF THE STAR METHOD & A DRAFT
“PROJECT BY COUNTY OUTCOMES CALCULATOR”TOO  
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About Jean Brokish

• AFT Midwest Deputy Director

• Grew up on Wisconsin Dairy Farm

• BS in Agronomy; MS in Soil Science

• Agricultural career has included living / 
working in Wisconsin, Indiana, Ohio, 
Lesotho (Africa), Michigan, Hawai'i, New 
York, and Illinois



Outcomes Estimation Tools 
~ In Action ~ 

Project by County Outcomes Calculator

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I am Jean Brokish….For the next 15 minutes I’ll be sharing information on how the outcomes estimation tools have been put into action NEXTSend slides to Kinzie, but should be able to share my own slidesMaster slide deck: https://americanfarmlandtrust.sharepoint.com/:p:/s/National-Programs/EQh7s-8GeWNPg0gHuZY3JaoBdyASHZORkg8z9OJg3jn_vw?e=4yRDVq Timing: https://americanfarmlandtrust.sharepoint.com/:x:/s/National-Programs/Ea7A82-o6iBJpp0pakNeKCkBBwxMhBDWxA-MjcHYFCU9Bw?e=6Z4avpAIM for 15 minutes!



Goal
Transform practices into water quality and climate outcomes

• ACT I – Origin 
• ACT II – Data 

• Assembly
• Analysis

• ACT III – Transformation  
• ACT IV – Demonstration   

Today is the Premier Showing

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Remind everyone of the goal -- transform practices into water quality and climate outcomes!  We’ve developed, what we think is a pretty cool tool that allows project managers to do this.  Today is the world premier of this tool and I’ll be running thru its origin, data assembly and analysis, process we used to transform it into a tool that we think is user friendly, and I’ll wrap up with a short demonstration.  



Origin: STAR Method
• Back of the envelope calculation
• Project scale water quality and 

climate outcomes

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Origin – Based on the STAR method described in Figure 12 of the Outcomes Estimation Tools report ---!Which was initially developed by AFT’s MW science director for  our  reporting for MRBI and RCCP in upper macoupin creek watershed … expanded for statewide application and use by STAR  -- Saving Tomorrows ag resourcesBOE calculationsummary



Disclosure Statement

STRENGTHS LIMITATIONS

Simple Math Too simple?  

Most of the data input is publicly 
available

Overestimates reductions for 
“stacked” practices

Expandable (subject to accessing data)
- Base loads, reduction coefficients

Limited number of practices 



Data Input

HUC 8 NPS NUTRIENT LOADS
(NLRS SCIENCE ASSESSMENT)

CROPLAND ACRES BY COUNTY 
(USDA NASS)

SEDIMENT LOAD BY COUNTY 
(IL IDOA TILLAGE TRANSECT)

ACRES X PRACTICE 
(PROJECT DATA)

GHG REDUCTIONS  
(COMET-PLANNER)

NUTRIENT REMOVAL EFFICIENCIES 
(IL NLRS & SARE)

Analysis

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
READ thru the data inputs  -- REORDER to have redux on the bottom rowWhat was the data …. 1st – establish baseline loads in the county – Nutrients: used water quality data for HUC 8 watershed founds in the NLRS AND  crop land acres reported by NASSSediment: used erosion rates reported in the tillage transect2nd – tally of practices implemented3rd -  looked at COMET planner to estimate GHG redux for those practices4th – looked at the NLRS and SARE for ability of practices to reduce nutrient and sediment loads >>> removal efficiencies  CLICK All data sources are publicly available, EXCEPT acres of the various practices installedCLICK - All data is at county level EXCEPT HUC 8 nutrient loads  -- which were determined by using a combination of HUC8 watershed data an crop land acres to determine a weighted average Websites Comet planner - http://comet-planner.com/ Original NLRS - https://www2.illinois.gov/epa/Documents/iepa/water-quality/watershed-management/nlrs/nlrs-final-revised-083115.pdf NLRS Science Assessment Update - https://www2.illinois.gov/epa/topics/water-quality/watershed-management/excess-nutrients/Documents/NLRS_SCIENCE_ASSESSMENT_UPDATE_2019%20v7_FINAL%20VERSION_web.pdf HUC and County Boundaries – Geospatial DataGateway - https://datagateway.nrcs.usda.gov/ 2017 Census of Ag - https://www.nass.usda.gov/Quick_Stats/CDQT/chapter/2/table/1/state/IL/year/2017 Transect Survey - https://www2.illinois.gov/sites/agr/Resources/LandWater/Pages/Illinois-Soil-Conservation-Transect-Survey-Reports.aspx 



Rescaling 
from HUC8 
to county 
level loading 
estimates 

1. (Percent WS * cropland acres) * WS load 
2. Summed it all together
3. Divided by total cropland acres in county

>> average per acre load for the county

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
GIS analysis to determine a weighted average based on portion of county in each watershedMap shows our analysis for McLean County  Inventory of watersheds in the county Majority of the county is in either Mackinaw or Salt Watersheds – as noted with number 2 and 3 on the map and percentages shown in the tableWith lesser amounts of the county falling in areas marked with 1 for Vermilion and 4 for Upper Sangamon watershedAdd text box Percentages were applied to the cropland acres Which gave us crop acres in each HUCMultiplied acres by watershed nutrient load Summed it all together and divided by total cropland acres>> average per acre load for the countyA majority of state and federal conservation programs are implemented at the county level, suggesting that measuring program outcomes on a county scale may provide an efficient means to prioritize limited funding for practice implementation. County level Agricultural NPS NO3-N and TP Loads were estimated using total non-irrigated cropland acres calculated from acres reported by the 2017 Census of Agriculture and the HUC 8 NPS Loads estimated by the 2019 IL Nutrient Loss Reduction Strategy Science Assessment Update averaged for water years 2012 – 2017. 



Data Application – Alexander County

HUC 8 NPS NUTRIENT LOADS
(NLRS SCIENCE ASSESSMENT)

CROPLAND ACRES BY COUNTY 
(USDA NASS)

SEDIMENT LOAD BY COUNTY 
(IL IDOA TILLAGE TRANSECT)

ACRES X PRACTICE 
(PROJECT DATA)

GHG REDUCTIONS  
(COMET-PLANNER)

NUTRIENT REMOVAL EFFICIENCIES 
(IL NLRS & SARE)

1200 acres  
cover crops

N redux = 0.3
P redux = 0.3
Sed redux = 0.4

4.93 tons / A-yr

0.42 MT CO2e / A-yr

N = 2.41 lbs / A-yr
P = 0.67 lbs / A-yr

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
READ thru the data inputs for Alexander County – far southern ILCLICK for each one!!!Using the weighted average method from previous slide to determine nitrate nitrogen load of 2.41 lbs / A and total phosphorus load of 0.67 lbs / ASediment load based on tillage transect data is 4.93 tons / A 1200 acres of cover crops  --- can also do this for tillagePer COMET planner GHG reductions for non-legume cover crop reduction is 0.42 MT CO2e /acrePer NLRS, implementing cover crops results in 30% reduction in Nitrate N and 30% reduction in total phosphorus  (coefficient of 0.3)Per SARE data and analysis,  Implementing cover crops results in a 40% reduction of sediment (coefficient of 0.4)Websites Comet planner - http://comet-planner.com/ Original NLRS - https://www2.illinois.gov/epa/Documents/iepa/water-quality/watershed-management/nlrs/nlrs-final-revised-083115.pdf NLRS Science Assessment Update - https://www2.illinois.gov/epa/topics/water-quality/watershed-management/excess-nutrients/Documents/NLRS_SCIENCE_ASSESSMENT_UPDATE_2019%20v7_FINAL%20VERSION_web.pdf HUC and County Boundaries – Geospatial DataGateway - https://datagateway.nrcs.usda.gov/ 2017 Census of Ag - https://www.nass.usda.gov/Quick_Stats/CDQT/chapter/2/table/1/state/IL/year/2017 Transect Survey - https://www2.illinois.gov/sites/agr/Resources/LandWater/Pages/Illinois-Soil-Conservation-Transect-Survey-Reports.aspx 



CALCULATIONS

Nitrate 
Nitrogen

2.41 lbs N loss/ac-yr * 1,200 acres of cover crops * 30% reduction efficiency
868 lbs of NO3-N reduced 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Once GHG baseline is confirmed – duplicate slide and delete content so it “builds”



CALCULATIONS

Nitrate 
Nitrogen

2.41 lbs N loss/ac-yr * 1,200 acres of cover crops * 30% reduction efficiency
868 lbs of NO3-N reduced 

Total 
Phosphorus

0.67 lbs P loss/ac-yr * 1,200 acres of cover crops * 30% reduction efficiency 
241 lbs of TP reduced 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Once GHG baseline is confirmed – duplicate slide and delete content so it “builds”



CALCULATIONS

Nitrate 
Nitrogen

2.41 lbs N loss/ac-yr * 1,200 acres of cover crops * 30% reduction efficiency
868 lbs of NO3-N reduced 

Total 
Phosphorus

0.67 lbs P loss/ac-yr * 1,200 acres of cover crops * 30% reduction efficiency 
241 lbs of TP reduced 

Sediment 4.93 tons SED loss/ac-yr * 1,200 acres of cover crops * 40% reduction efficiency 
2,366 tons of sediment reduced

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Once GHG baseline is confirmed – duplicate slide and delete content so it “builds”



CALCULATIONS

Nitrate 
Nitrogen

2.41 lbs N loss/ac-yr * 1,200 acres of cover crops * 30% reduction efficiency
868 lbs of NO3-N reduced 

Total 
Phosphorus

0.67 lbs P loss/ac-yr * 1,200 acres of cover crops * 30% reduction efficiency 
241 lbs of TP reduced 

Sediment 4.93 tons SED loss/ac-yr * 1,200 acres of cover crops * 40% reduction efficiency 
2,366 tons of sediment reduced

Greenhouse 
Gas

1,200 acres of cover crops * 0.42 MT CO2e/ac-yr reduction  
504 MT CO2e reduced

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Once GHG baseline is confirmed – duplicate slide and delete content so it “builds”



Data Integration

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
UPDATE the graphic based on more detailed basleines! 



PCOC 
OVERVIEW

• Excel-based 
• Plug-&-chug 
• User Inputs 

• County
• Practice Quantity



Questions to Ask Yourself
• Would I use this tool?
• For what other practices would I be interested in estimating outcomes?

• Current: No-till and Cover Crops
• Nutrient management, buffers, legume v non-legume covers

• Am I interested in taking it for a test run?
• Would a corresponding PWOC be useful to me and my projects?

• PWOC = Project by Watershed Outcomes Calculator

If not in Illinois: 
• Is the baseline data available in my state?

• Nutrient loads & sediment loss & reduction efficiency for practices 

• Am I interested (and willing!) to work with AFT to locate data?  
• Email: jbrokish@farmland.org

mailto:jbrokish@farmland.org


Production Team
Project by County Outcomes Calculator

Bonnie McGill, PhD 
Senior Climate and 
Soil Health Scientist

Michelle Perez, PhD 
Water Initiative 

Director

Ellen Yeatman
Ag Economist & Water 

Research Manager

Jean Brokish
Midwest Deputy 

Director
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Questions? 
Comments?

Thank you!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Michelle: Thank you for your attention, let’s hear from you now. Please type your questions and comments in the Question box or vote-up questions you want us to see and address right away. https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/C766PP9
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